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This thoroughly revised and updated edition of Fashion Theory: A Reader brings together and presents a wide range of essays on fashion
theory that will engage and inform both the general reader and the specialist student of fashion. From apparently simple and accessible
theories concerning what fashion is to seemingly more difficult or challenging theories concerning globalisation and new media, this collection
contextualises different theoretical approaches to identify, analyse and explain the remarkable diversity, complexity and beauty of what we
understand and experience every day as fashion and clothing. This second edition contains entirely new sections on fashion and
sustainability, fashion and globalisation, fashion and digital/social media and fashion and the body/prosthesis. It also contains updated and
revised sections on fashion, identity and difference, and on fashion and consumption and fashion as communication. More specifically, the
section on identity and difference has been updated to include contemporary theoretical debates surrounding Islam and fashion, and LGBT+
communities and fashion and the section on consumption now includes theories of 'prosumption'. Each section has a specialist and dedicated
Editor's Introduction which provides essential conceptual background, theoretical contextualisation and critical summaries of the readings in
each section. Bringing together the most influential and ground breaking writers on fashion and exposing the ideas and theories behind what
they say, this unique collection of extracts and essays brings to light the presuppositions involved in the things we all think and say about
fashion. This second edition of Fashion Theory: A Reader is a timeless and invaluable resource for both the general reader and
undergraduate students across a range of disciplines including sociology, cultural studies and fashion studies.
Techniques in Ophthalmic Plastic Surgery is a richly illustrated, step-by-step guide to oculoplastic surgery, covering everything from the
basics to the most recent advances. Jeffrey A. Nerad, MD provides a personal tutorial approach detailing both procedural and management
aspects of practice. Includes the latest in cosmetic procedures and detailed photographs and surgical line drawings—most of which are in full
color. This is the essential text for those learning oculoplastic surgery and will bring even the most experienced practitioner up to date with
current practice and procedures. Develop a strong foundation in this complex field and apply surgical techniques to frequently encountered
abnormalities and aesthetic facial enhancement. Keep this outstanding text close by for a fast, practical, and authoritative reference. Features
more than 760 illustrations—over 700 in full color—from pre- and post-operative photographs to step-by-step surgical line drawings, that
provide you with a nuanced visual understanding. Presents an expert’s perspective on the most frequently performed oculoplastic surgical
procedures for authoritative and trusted guidance. Provides the indications for the use of each procedure along with advice on the
management of complications so you have a structured resource with both procedural and management information. Devotes an entire
chapter to aesthetic surgery of the face providing extensive coverage of this important and rapidly developing area in oculoplastic surgery.
In a rare full-length volume, renowned feminist thinker Sandra Lee Bartky brings together eight essays in one volume, Sympathy and
Solidarity. A philosophical work accessible to an educated general audience, the essays reflect the intersection of the author's eye, work, and
sometimes her politics. Two motifs connect the works: first, all deal with feminist topics and themes; second, most deal with the reality of
oppression, especially in the disguised and subtle ways it can be manifested.
The Visual Analogy Guides to Human Anatomy & Physiology, 3e is an affordable and effective study aid for students enrolled in an
introductory anatomy and physiology sequence of courses. This book uses visual analogies to assist the student in learning the details of
human anatomy and physiology. Using these analogies, students can take things they already know from experiences in everyday life and
apply them to anatomical structures and physiological concepts with which they are unfamiliar. The study guide offers a variety of learning
activities for students such as, labeling diagrams, creating their own drawings, or coloring existing black-and-white illustrations to better
understand the material presented.
The burgeoning field of Medical Esthetics in recent years has led to the need for advanced training in a number of areas. While each state
sets the scope of practice for advanced aestheticians, there are twelve treatment areas that are common to advanced practice, such as laser
hair removal, skin rejuvenation, photo rejuvenation, tattoo removal and body contouring. A Compendium for Advanced Aesthetics brings
together current knowledge and practice for each of the treatments plus essential information on complying with the legal requirements for
protecting client privacy under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Including: • safety requirements of the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) • role of the compulsory Laser Safety Officer and audit requirements • career and professional
development • common forms and legal agreements • tips on finding and landing a position in advanced esthetics and more!
With the release of Aesthetics Volume II, the Hildebrand Press introduces English readers to a major new work of philosophical aesthetics.
Written in the early 1970s during the last years of his life, as if harvesting a lifetime of reflection, Dietrich von Hildebrand's Aesthetics is a
uniquely encompassing work. The first volume develops an original theory of the beautiful, and the second applies that theory with
tremendous breadth and attention to the various types of artwork and to many of the world's most beloved works of art. It is a testament to
the work's broad significance that two of the most respected voices in contemporary aesthetics have joined together to offer forewords to
each volume: Dang Gioia to Volume I, and Sir Roger Scruton to Volume II. Sir Roger Scruton writes on Volume II: "In this second volume of
his treatise on the subject Hildebrand assembles the results of a lifetime's thought about the arts, and expresses his devotion to beauty in
terms that the reader will find immediately engaging." He continues: "Most philosophers of aesthetics content themselves with a few
examples from the realm of art, and make no attempt to explore the distinct disciplines or to catalogue all the parts that contribute to the
overall aesthetic effect. One purpose of this second volume, however, is to show the completeness of the artistic enterprise, and the way in
which it penetrates human life in its entirety, so that the idea of beauty enters our practical activity at every point." Dietrich von Hildebrand's
Aesthetics occupies a place in the great philosophical aesthetic tradition of Plato, Kant, and Hegel, while incorporating the fresh and
fundamental insights of phenomenology. With this publication of the first English translation, Dietrich von Hildebrand becomes a
contemporary spokesman and defender of the importance of beauty and aesthetic values at a time when many think that beauty is relative
and art unnecessary.
Milady Standard Esthetics Fundamentals, 11th edition, is the essential source for basic esthetics training. This new edition builds upon
Milady's strong tradition of providing students and instructors with the best beauty and wellness education tools for their future. The rapidly
expanding field of esthetics has taken a dramatic leap forward in the past decade, and this up-to-date text plays a critical role in creating a
strong foundation for the esthetics student. Focusing on introductory topics, including history and opportunities in skin care, anatomy and
physiology, and infection control and disorders, it lays the groundwork for the future professional to build their knowledge. The reader can
then explore the practical skills of a skin care professional, introducing them to the treatment environment, basic facial treatments, hair
removal, and the technology likely to be performed in the salon or spa setting. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This reader-friendly and unique compendium on all aspects of non-invasive facial rejuvenation shows the current approach to the issue. It
describes when and how to use laser and laser-like technology, the variety of superficial and deep peels which can be used by themselves or
in conjunction with lasers. Last but not least, it also covers the variety of dermal fillers and skin volume enhancement agents and the
increasing cosmetic uses of botulinum toxin. Novices as well as experts will benefit from the wealth of experience and expert practical
information of the authors who are world-renowned experts in their field.

The Sun Will Rise and So Will We, is a poetry book filled with all things sunshine without ignoring the storms. Pain is real. Anxiety
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is real. Depression is real. Hardships in life are real. I hope when you pick up this book you feel heard and comforted. Even if it
doesn't seem like it right now, your sun will rise once again, and I am cheering you on for that moment. What will it feel like, when
your sun rises?
First published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
'Maybe I'm Bad' is a short collection of poems and thoughts.The Kindle edition does not include all illustrations due to formatting.
Total Burn Care guides you in providing optimal burn care and maximizing recovery, from resuscitation through reconstruction to
rehabilitation! Using an integrated, "team" approach, leading authority David N. Herndon, MD, FACS helps you meet the clinical,
physical, psychological, and social needs of every patient. With Total Burn Care, you'll offer effective burn management every step
of the way! Effectively manage burn patients from their initial presentation through long-term rehabilitation. Devise successful
integrated treatment programs for different groups of patients, such as elderly and pediatric patients. Browse the complete
contents of Total Burn Care online and download images, tables, figures, PowerPoint presentations, procedural videos, and more
at www.expertconsult.com! Decrease mortality from massive burns by applying the latest advances in resuscitation, infection
control, early coverage of the burn, and management of smoke inhalation and injury. Enhance burn patients' reintegration into
society through expanded sections on reconstructive surgery (with an emphasis on early reconstruction), rehabilitation,
occupational and physical therapy, respiratory therapy, and ventilator management.
A revised second edition of the bestselling anthology on the major figures and themes in aesthetics and philosophy of art, the ideal
resource for a comprehensive introduction to the study of aesthetics Aesthetics: A Comprehensive Anthology offers a well-rounded
and thorough introduction to the evolution of modern thought on aesthetics. In a collection of over 60 readings, focused primarily
on the Western tradition, this text includes works from key figures such as Plato, Hume, Kant, Nietzsche, Danto, and others. Broad
in scope, this volume also contains contemporary works on the value of art, frequently-discussed continental texts, modern
perspectives on feminist philosophy of art, and essays by authors outside of the community of academic philosophy, thereby
immersing readers in an inclusive and balanced survey of aesthetics. The new second edition has been updated with
contemporary essays, expanding the volume’s coverage to include the value of art, artistic worth and personal taste, questions of
aesthetic experience, and contemporary debates on and new theories of art. This edition also incorporates new and more
standard translations of Kant's Critique of the Power of Judgment and Schopenhauer's The World as Will and Representation, as
well as texts by Rousseau, Hegel, DuBois, Alain Locke, Budd, Robinson, Saito, Eaton and Levinson. Presents a comprehensive
selection of introductory readings on aesthetics and philosophy of art Helps readers gain a deep historical understanding and clear
perspective on contemporary questions in the field Offers new essays specifically selected to promote inclusivity and to highlight
contemporary discussions Introduces new essays on topics such as environmental and everyday aesthetics, evolutionary
aesthetics, and the connections between aesthetics and ethics Appropriate for both beginning and advanced students of
philosophical aesthetics, this selection of texts initiates readers into the study of the foundations of and central developments in
aesthetic thought.
Comprehensive in scope, Aesthetic Orthognathic Surgery and Rhinoplasty presents orthognathic surgery from an aesthetic
perspective, encompassing analysis, diagnosis, treatment, 3D virtual planning, and adjunctive procedures. Easily accessible
clinical information presented in a concise and approachable format Well-illustrated throughout with more than 1,000 clinical
photographs Includes access to a companion website with videos of surgical procedures
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about God? In
How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with
God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world religions—from
Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
Clinical Aesthetician Career Profile A clinical aesthetician spends significant time in skin health management, especially facial
healthy skin. They are regularly firmly connected with the field of dermatology. Aestheticians give an assortment of
administrations, methods, items, and discussions to help improve and keep up with the appearance and strength of the customer's
or alternately persistent's skin.
As a medical doctor and daughter of a skin-cancer survivor, Dr. Jacqueline Schaffer has created a unique guide to the complicated
world of Skincare. This book provides valuable insight into how the skincare regimen you adhere to, the products you choose, your
diet and nutrition, and fitness routine affects your skin. Written to provide help to ALL skin types, How to Get Clear Skin includes
recipes, how to guides, skincare product and makeup recommendations based on YOUR specific skin type - giving you a step-bystep manual to look and feel your very best.
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks,
MD, author of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your brain? Norman
Doidge’s inspiring guide to the new brain science explains all of this and more An astonishing new science called neuroplasticity
is overthrowing the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable, and proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your
brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D., traveled the country to meet both the brilliant scientists championing neuroplasticity,
its healing powers, and the people whose lives they’ve transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain damage or brain
trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman born with half a brain that rewired itself to work as a whole, blind people who
learn to see, learning disorders cured, IQs raised, aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children with
cerebral palsy learning to move with more grace, depression and anxiety disorders successfully treated, and lifelong character
traits changed. Using these marvelous stories to probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and education, Dr.
Doidge has written an immensely moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter the way we look at our brains, human nature,
and human potential.
From the Booker Prize winning author of Amsterdam, a brilliant new novel. On the hottest day of the summer of 1935, thirteenyear-old Briony Tallis sees her sister Cecilia strip off her clothes and plunge into the fountain in the garden of their country house.
Watching her is Robbie Turner, son of the Tallis’s cleaning lady, whose education has been subsidized by Cecilia’s and Briony’s
father, and who, like Cecilia, has recently come down from Cambridge. By day's end, their lives will be changed – irrevocably.
Robbie and Cecilia will have crossed a boundary they had not imagined at its start. And Briony will have witnessed mysteries,
seen an unspeakable word, and committed a crime for which she will spend the rest of her life trying to atone… Brilliant and utterly
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enthralling in its depiction of love and war and class and childhood and England, An Atonement is a profound – and profoundly
moving – exploration of shame and forgiveness, of atonement and of the possibility of absolution.
The Aesthetic Brain takes the reader on a wide-ranging journey addressing fundamental questions about aesthetics and art. Using
neuroscience and evolutionary psychology, Chatterjee shows how beauty, pleasure, and art are grounded biologically, and offers
explanations for why beauty, pleasure, and art exist at all.
After spending years in the skincare industry and training others on the proper ways to introduce people of color to effective
skincare treatments, JoElle Lee, L.E. noticed a very crucial element...many skincare professionals were stumped on how to
properly treat multicultural skin. Research shows that 80% of the world's population is people of color and the demand for cosmetic
procedures for this segment is expected to soar in the next decade. You want to have the knowledge and skills to provide the most
effective, results-oriented treatments and protocols to this ever-growing population. If you ignore these trends or this phenomenon,
you are going to be out of touch with the future of your esthetics or skincare business. You must prepare for these prospects and
learn to recognize what is appropriate and inappropriate concerning skincare treatments, ingredients, and products for skin of
color. Going beyond the basic fundamentals, Multicultural Skin Treatments: Learn How to Effectively Treat Skin of Color by
Combining Chemical Peels and Laser Treatments, cracks the code on how to master proficient practices using two highly effective
modalities, peels and lasers. The protocols in this book will take the guesswork out of designing treatments that give your
multicultural clients the results they desire, without the downtime. The information in this book will leave you, as a skincare
professional, feeling more confident treating people of color, and provides the tools and strategies needed to achieve healthy,
radiant skin one treatment at a time, all while increasing your bottom line.
Do you own a skin care business or are you an esthetician wishing for new opportunities? Discover the business, treatments and
skills needed to work in a medical setting.Estheticians have an increased value to the medical profession now more than ever. The
role of the esthetician in a clinical setting be it surgical consultation, medi-spa, or general practice office is a fast-growing one. Preand post-operative care is oftentimes a secondary concern, despite the fact that it is absolutely crucial to the overall health and
well-being of the patient/client and a requisite regimen toward realizing the results desired or promised from the medical
procedure. Demand continues to grow for non-surgical services including chemical peels and microdermabrasion. In addition,
physicians are offering cosmetic treatments, pre-and post-surgical treatments, and skin care products. For the esthetician and
medical professional alike, this book emphasizes a working philosophy that esthetic treatment should benefit the mental and
emotional well-being of the patient/client, along with healing the body. In eight well-organized sections comprising 32 chapters,
Wojak discusses topics that include: The Science of Beauty Regulatory Implications to Treatment and Proper Documentation
Procedures Common Skin Conditions, including but not limited to Acne, Rosacea, and Age-compromised Skin LED and IPL
Therapy Understanding Ingredients and Products in Order to Make Proper Recommendations and Applications Ultrasound
Microneedling and Microcurrent Advanced Esthetic Treatments, such as Dermaplaning and Chemical and Oxygen Treatments
Techniques for Building Your Esthetic Business and Client Roster And more...
No judgement of taste is innocent - we are all snobs. Pierre Bourdieu's Distinction brilliantly illuminates the social pretentions of the
middle classes in the modern world, focusing on the tastes and preferences of the French bourgeoisie. First published in 1979, the
book is at once a vast ethnography of contemporary France and a dissection of the bourgeois mind. In the course of everyday life
we constantly choose between what we find aesthetically pleasing, and what we consider tacky, merely trendy, or ugly. Taste is
not pure. Bourdieu demonstrates that our different aesth
This is the story of LSD told by a concerned yet hopeful father, organic chemist Albert Hofmann. He traces LSDs path from a
promising psychiatric research medicine to a recreational drug sparking hysteria and prohibition.We follow Dr. Hofmanns trek
across Mexico to discover sacred plants related to LSD, and listen in as he corresponds with other notable figures about his
remarkable discovery.Underlying it all is Dr. Hofmanns powerful conclusion that mystical experience may be our planets best hope
for survival. Whether induced by LSD, meditation, or arising spontaneously, such experiences help us to comprehend the wonder,
the mystery of the divine in the microcosm of the atom, in the macrocosm of the spiral nebula, in the seeds of plants, in the body
and soul of people.Now, more than sixty years after the birth of Albert Hofmanns problem child, his vision of its true potential is
more relevant, and more needed, than ever.
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The idea to compile and edit the book is the result of over a decade of work by the editor, Dr. Nava Dayan, on various
projects related to skin barrier, innate immunity, microbiome, developing products, testing methods and paths of products
to the market, both for pharmaceutical and the cosmetic industries. The book is a summary of current status of
knowledge, research tools and approaches in skin microbiome, in health and disease. It contains the following
categories: healthy skin microbiome and oral-skin interaction, skin microbiome observational research, skin microbiome
in disequilibrium and disease, skin’s innate immunity, testing and study design, regulatory and legal aspects for skin
microbiome related products. The 18 chapters of the book are written by carefully selected leaders in the academia,
industry exhibiting extensive experience and understanding in the areas of interest.
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and
Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for
academics to question whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of
those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and
sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume. On
the other hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace
progressive thinking. The different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary according
to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The
authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good,
the bad, and the best way forward.
This work comprises a collection of influential readings in feminist theory. It is divided into four sections: "Reading the
Body"; "Bodies in Production"; "The Body Speaks"; and "Body on Stage".
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*INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* *INSTANT USA TODAY BESTSELLER* *INSTANT #1 INDIE
BESTSELLER* From the New York Times bestselling author of Red, White & Royal Blue comes a new romantic comedy
that will stop readers in their tracks... For cynical twenty-three-year-old August, moving to New York City is supposed to
prove her right: that things like magic and cinematic love stories don’t exist, and the only smart way to go through life is
alone. She can’t imagine how waiting tables at a 24-hour pancake diner and moving in with too many weird roommates
could possibly change that. And there’s certainly no chance of her subway commute being anything more than a daily
trudge through boredom and electrical failures. But then, there’s this gorgeous girl on the train. Jane. Dazzling,
charming, mysterious, impossible Jane. Jane with her rough edges and swoopy hair and soft smile, showing up in a
leather jacket to save August’s day when she needed it most. August’s subway crush becomes the best part of her day,
but pretty soon, she discovers there’s one big problem: Jane doesn’t just look like an old school punk rocker. She’s
literally displaced in time from the 1970s, and August is going to have to use everything she tried to leave in her own past
to help her. Maybe it’s time to start believing in some things, after all. Casey McQuiston’s One Last Stop is a magical,
sexy, big-hearted romance where the impossible becomes possible as August does everything in her power to save the
girl lost in time. "A dazzling romance, filled with plenty of humor and heart." - Time Magazine, "The 21 Most Anticipated
Books of 2021" "Dreamy, other worldly, smart, swoony, thoughtful, hilarious - all in all, exactly what you'd expect from
Casey McQuiston!" - Jasmine Guillory, New York Times bestselling author of The Proposal and Party for Two
Provides guidelines and advice on starting points for fashion designers of all levels, including defining and rendering
concepts, understanding textiles, developing sewing skills, and building an audience.
The third edition of the Feminist Theory Reader anthologizes the important classical and contemporary works of feminist
theory within a multiracial transnational framework. This edition includes 16 new essays; the editors have organized the
readings into four sections, which challenge the prevailing representation of feminist movements as waves. Introductory
essays at the beginning of each section lay out the framework that brings the readings together and provide historical
and intellectual context. Instructors who have adopted the book can email SalesHSS@taylorandfrancis.com to receive
test questions associated with the readings. Please include your school and location (state/province/county/country) in
the email. Now available for the first time in eBook format 978-0-203-59831-3.
This book is a resource that offers guidance to nurses who are experienced or novice aesthetic practitioners and would
like to improve their aesthetic practice and enhance patient safety and satisfaction. This textbook reviews skin structure
and anatomy, what happens as facial structures age, the effects of aging coupled with environmental exposures,
pharmacology of medications used in aesthetics, light-based device properties, patient selection, and benefits of
treatments. In addition, it includes suggestions on how to communicate with patients to achieve successful outcomes.
Aesthetic Procedures: Nurse Practitioner's Guide to Cosmetic Dermatology provides practitioners a one-source resource
to attain more in-depth learning about cosmetic dermatology. Although there are several texts on individual aspects of
aesthetic medicine, there is no all-inclusive book for nurses. This book affords the primary care practitioner the
opportunity to add minimally invasive cosmetic dermatology procedures to their practice and perform the treatments
safely, efficiently and effectively while avoiding common mistakes and minimizing complication risks. Education is
paramount in creating a safe patient environment and as more clinicians turn to aesthetics to augment their practice, this
book will be a valuable resource for nurses and practitioners all over the world.
The Estheticians Guide to Outstanding Esthetics is the first anthology book for the beauty industry. This book was written by 17 industry
leaders to help readers achieve outstanding results in their esthetic careers and beyond.
This books innovative approach to teaching advanced peeling techniques and the use of peeling agents makes it easy for aestheticians,
clinicians and physicians to follow proven techniques. Professionals in medical skin care facilities, day spas and resort spas will find that the
case studies and specific instructions for implementing processes will give them invaluable insight into performing highly successful
treatments. This book is just one of 12 in Miladys groundbreaking Aesthetician Series aimed at addressing the advanced educational needs
of aestheticians, medical skin care professionals and others in the field.
Nutrition is the fastest-rising beauty trend around the world. Eat Pretty simplifies the latest science and presents a userfriendly program for
gorgeous looks, at any age, that last a lifetime. Buzzwords like antioxidants, biotin, and omega-3s are explained alongside more than 85
everyday foods, each paired with their specific beauty-boosting benefit: walnuts for supple skin, radishes for strong nails. But healthful
ingredients are just one aspect of beauty nutrition. Eat Pretty offers a full lifestyle makeover, exploring stress management, hormonal
balance, and mindful living. Charts and lists, plus nearly 20 recipes, make for a delicious and infinitely useful ebook—in the kitchen, at the
grocer, and on the go.
Africa: a forgotten continent that evades all attempts at control and transcends reason. Or does it? This book describes Europe's image of
Africa and relates how the conception of the Dark Continent has been fabricated in European culture--with the Congo as an analytical focal
point. It also demonstrates that the myth was more than a creation of colonial propaganda; the Congo reform movement--the first
international human rights movement--spread horror stories that still have repercussions today. The book cross-examines a number of
witness testimonies, reports and novels, from Stanley's travelogues and Conrad's Heart of Darkness to Herge's Tintin and Burroughs' Tarzan,
as well as recent Danish and international Congo literature. The Dark Continent? proposes that the West's attitudes to Africa regarding free
trade, emergency aid and intervention are founded on the literary historical assumptions of stories and narrative forms that have evolved
since 1870.
EBONY is the flagship magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded in 1945 by John H. Johnson, it still maintains the highest global circulation
of any African American-focused magazine.
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